
Binary jokes
A “bit” of fun

A computer scientist wrote his child's age as   1 1  0
His wife said he was a bit off so he wrote       1      0   0   
His wife then told him to move the 1 over a bit 

so he wrote      0   1    1       
His child said that right, I am 4 years old.  

Now all  0 1 0  of them are happy.

1  0 1 1
why is the zero smaller than the ones
I will tell you in a little bit

The farmer said was amazed at the increase when 

the number of rabbits he had  went from   1 1   to   1 1 1
his computer science friend replied that is was  just a “bit” of an increase

Number Base Jokes

There are only 10 types of people
Those that understand binary and those that don’t.

There are only 10 types of people in the world 
those who understand ternary, those who don’t, 
and those who mistake it for binary

1 + 1 = 10

Binary numbers,
they are as easy as  
0 1     1 0    1 1
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If you were born after November 11, 1911, and before the start of this millennium, then 
you’ve experienced 36 binary dates in your lifetime.
there were 9 each in 2000, 2001, 2010, and 2011.
The next binary date is on l January 1, 2100 

My favorite binary joke:
01000001   00100000   01101101   01100001   01101110   00100000
01110111   01100001   01101100   01101011   01110011   00100000
01101001   01101110   01110100   01101111   00100000   01100001
00100000   01100010   01110010   01100001   00101110

Do you know the problem with telling binary jokes?
They are either funny or not.

Why do mathematicians always confuse Halloween and Christmas?

Because 31 Oct = 25 Dec.    

octal  is base 8    and  dec is base 10

Getting dumped by your girlfriend is like binary code
If you are not the 1  you feel like  a  0

What happened in the binary race.
0  1
zero one(won)

Have you heard of base 2 baseball
1   10    11   strikes and you’re out

My favorite song
 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

(you’re the only one)
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When Joe asked Tom how much he’d pay for the following book written by his favorite 
author, no one,Tom answered, “Two bits!”

“An infinite number of mathematicians walk into a bar. 
The first one orders a beer. The second orders half a beer. 

The third, a quarter of a beer. 
The bartender says, 

‘You’re all idiots’, and pours two beers

A statistics teacher’s wife is having a baby.  
The doctor hands the baby to the teacher.  

His wife asks “is it a boy OR a girl”
The teacher says YES.

Why are chemists bad bartenders?

A man told the chemist bartender “I’ll have a glass of H2O.”
His friend than said “I’ll have some H2O too.”
When the friend drank his drink the friend died.

Heisenberg was speeding down the road and was stooped by an officer.
The officer said ” Do you have any idea how fast you were going back there.”

Heisenberg replied “ No but I knew where I was.”
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Einstein, Newton and Pascal were playing hide and seek.
Einstein’s covers his eyes and starts to count to ten.

Pascal runs off and hides.
Newton draws a one meter square on the ground in front of Einstein 

and stands on the ground in the middle of the square.
When Ernestine reaches 10 he opens his eyes.  He sees Newton and says

to Newton “ I have found you , you are it.
Newton smiles and says

“You didn’t find me you found a Newton over a square meter.  You found Pascal”

Did you hear about the man who was cooled to absolute zero.
He’s  0 K now.

The statistics teacher’s wife sent him to the store
She told him to get a loaf of bread,

then she said “ if they have eggs get a dozen
He came home with 12 loves of bread.

There is a band called 1023  MB. 
They must be bad because they don’t have a gig yet. 

Higgs Boson walks into a church and the priest says
“we don’t allow Higgs Bosons in here”

Higgs Boson replies
“without me there would be no mass”
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